Dear Sir or Madam,

We are pleased to provide you with the main elements of the decisions taken by the UEFA Control, Ethics and Disciplinary Body (CEDB) on 30 March 2022.

If a decision with grounds is issued, that full decision will be made available in the case law section of this website after it becomes final and binding.

To navigate this document, you can click on the name of a case in the contents to jump to that particular decision and click on the header at the top of any page to return to the contents.

We trust this document will be of interest.

Yours faithfully,

UEFA

Angelo Rigopoulos
Managing Director of Integrity & Regulatory

William McAuliffe
Head of Disciplinary
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**2021/22 UEFA Europa League**

**FC Barcelona vs. Galatasaray A.Ş. (0:0); 10 March 2022**

**FC Barcelona**
Incident and decision:
- Lack of discipline by supporters, Art. 16(2)(h) DR
  - Fine: €10,000

**Galatasaray A.Ş.**
Incident and decision:
- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  - Fine: €18,875

---

**2021/22 UEFA Europa Conference League**

**Maccabi Tel-Aviv FC vs. PSV Eindhoven (1:1), 24 February 2022**

**Maccabi Tel-Aviv FC**
Incidents and decision:
- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  - Fine: €15,000
- Blocking of public passageways, Art. 38 SSR
  - Fine: €14,000

**PSV Eindhoven vs. F.C. Copenhagen (4:4), 10 March 2022**

**PSV Eindhoven**
Incident and decision:
- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  - Fine: €8,375

**F.C. Copenhagen**
Incident and decision:
- Lighting of fireworks, Art. 16(2)(c) DR
  - Fine: €34,500
Olympique de Marseille vs. FC Basel 1893 (2:1), 10 March 2022

Olympique de Marseille
Incidents and decision:
- Provocative offensive message (lllicit banner), Art. 16(2)(e) DR
  ➢ Fine: €17,500
- Blocking of public passageways, Art. 38 SSR
  ➢ Fine: €16,000
- Lighting of fireworks, Art. 16(2)(c) DR
  ➢ Fine: €52,500

FC Basel
Incident and decision:
- Lighting of fireworks, Art. 16(2)(c) DR
  ➢ Fine: €16,500

AFC Ajax vs. SL Benfica (0:1); 15 March 2022

AFC Ajax
Incidents and decision:
- Lack of order or discipline observed inside or around the stadium, Art. 16(2)(h) DR
- Acts of damage, Art. 16(2)(f) DR
- Lighting of fireworks, Art. 16(2)(c) DR
  ➢ Fine: €50,000

SL Benfica:
Incident and decision:
- Lighting of fireworks, Art. 16(2)(c) DR
  ➢ Fine: €9,250

AZ Alkmaar vs. FK Bodø/Glimt (2:2); 17 March 2022

AZ Alkmaar
Incident and decision:
- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  ➢ Fine: €10,000
- Partial stadium closure: the next one (1) UEFA competition match, subject to a probationary period of two (2) years
FK Bodø/Glimt
Incident and decision:
- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  ➢ Fine: €2,250

AS Roma vs. Vitesse (1:1); 17 March 2022

AS Roma
Incidents and decision:
- Illicit chants, Art. 16(2)(e) DR
  ➢ Fine: €10,000
- Crowd disturbances, Art. 16(2)(h) DR
  ➢ Fine: €10,000

Vitesse
Incidents and decision:
- Crowd disturbances, Art. 16(2)(h) DR
  ➢ Fine: €10,000
- Acts of damage, Art. 16(2)(f) DR
  ➢ Fine: €8,000
  ➢ To contact AS Roma within 30 days for the settlement of the damages caused by its supporters
- Illicit chants, Art. 16(2)(e) DR
  ➢ Fine: €10,000

Feyenoord vs. FK Partizan (3:1), 17 March 2022

Feyenoord
Incidents and decision:
- Blocking of public passageways, Art. 38 SSR
  ➢ Fine: €20,000
- Lighting of fireworks, Art. 16(2)(c) DR
  ➢ Fine: €19,250

FK Partizan
Incidents and decision:
- Acts of damage, Art. 16(2)(f) DR
  ➢ Fine: €5,000
  ➢ To contact Feyenoord within 30 days for the settlement of the damages caused by its supporters
- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  ➢ Fine: €8,625
FK Crvena zvezda vs. Rangers FC (2:1); 17 March 2022

Rangers FC

Incidents and decision:

- Acts of damage, Art. 16(2)(f) DR
  - Fine: €5,000
  - To contact FK Crvena zvezda within 30 days for the settlement of the damages caused by its supporters

- Throwing of objects, Art. 16(2)(b) DR
  - Fine: €30,000